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Keeping
in Touch
By Ralph Blauel
President, MISA Ontario

ON BEHALF OF MISA ONTARIO, thank you for supporting
your chapters during the past year.

The year in review
We are gratified by the consistent and, in fact, growing
support of our members. In 2008, Ontario welcomed the
Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury, the City of Elliot Lake,
the Town of Georgina, the Town of Greater Napanee and
the County of Norfolk to our membership community.
Member attendance was high at both the MISA Ontario
Annual Conference in June at Grey County and the IT Security
Conference in November at Oakville. Early in the New
Year we will publish information about our 2009 events
to be held in Durham Region and the City of Timmins.
At www.misa.on.ca all of our members, large and
small, will continue to see more timely and comprehensive
news, a greater depth of resources and a better way to
register for conferences, pay fees, and find updated
information about your fellow members. With the
MISA chapter-affiliate policy in place, all people from
MISA/ASIM Canada member associations can now
access most MISA Ontario Web site content.
Over the past year the content has grown to include the
following emerging and important initiatives for Canadian
municipal IT, mirroring the great work in these areas by
our volunteer members.
• Project Management
• ERP Joint Initiative
• Municipal Reference Model V2
• Model Municipal IT Contract
• Municipal Service Delivery Officers initial
discussion forum
• Ontario’s Draft Accessible Information and
Communications Standard.
The Draft Accessible Information and Communications
Standard is a fairly new issue. (See also page 5. )The
MISA Ontario Executive is concerned that requirements as
proposed by the Ontario Information Communications
Standards Development Committee, if implemented, could
impose measures that would be beyond the means of most
municipalities. We are working with the Association of
Municipal Clerks and Treasurers of Ontario (AMCTO), in
consultation with the Information Technology Association of
Canada (ITAC), to develop formal responses to the draft.
Also through the Web site, all Ontario municipal
members now have access to the important resources of
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Securing 2009
the International Security Forum. You can adapt ISF materials
for your own uses, including survey and assessment tools,
reports, policy templates and self-assessment programs.
In addition, we hope you will investigate the money
and time-saving opportunities available this year through
MISA/ASIM Canada’s program of national special offers,
made at consistently discounted prices for all of our
member municipalities and covering an increasing number
of products and services.

IT Security
Halton Region and our service delivery partners including
our local municipalities and Halton Regional Police Services
were very proud to be hosts of our first MISA conference.
You will find many articles in this issue of Municipal
Interface covering the 2009 MISA IT Security Conference.
Industry change continues at a rapid pace with new
technology, new threats and many new firms, including
local firms, starting up with niche solutions. Although serious
market consolidation has not truly begun, we are observing
at least proxies of industry maturation. For example:
1. IT security has made its way into the post-secondary
curriculum. Halton Region proudly sponsored many
students from Sheridan College at our security conference.
2. IT security certification programs have also experienced
municipal uptake. Many delegates attending our
conference had the designation of certified information
systems security professional (CISSP).
3. Finally, the dialogue has also expanded to include lawyers,
policy analysts and business managers from Ontario
and beyond. Thanks to our delegates and presenters who
travelled from outside the province to share with us.
Of course, our vendors are a critical part of the IT security
ecosystem. Certainly the November conference would not
have been possible without our platinum sponsor NCI and
the many other active sponsors. The two days of conference
presentations are available in the member’s area of
www.misa.on.ca.

The year ahead
The job of managing a municipality’s information and
communications technology infrastructure has become
increasingly complex. In addition, the current economic downturn will more than likely increase demands to squeeze more
value out of your IT investments. Working together with MISA,
I wish you and colleagues a successful New Year!
Ralph.Blauel@halton.ca 
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MISA/ASIM News
Across Canada

Draft Standards for Accessible Information
Raise Concerns Within MISA Ontario
By Garry Bezruki
Vice-President, MISA Ontario
MISA ONTARIO is encouraging
member municipalities to review and
comment upon proposed standards
for accessible information and communications being developed by the
Ontario Ministry of Community and
Social Services.
The MISA Ontario Executive is concerned that requirements as proposed
by the ministry’s Communications
Standards Development Committee, if
implemented, could impose measures
that would be beyond the means of
most municipalities.

Legislative Background
On June 13, 2005, The Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities Act,
2005 (AODA) became law. Under
this legislation, the Government of
Ontario initiated a process that will
lead to the development of five
mandatory accessibility standards
that will apply to private- and publicsector organizations across Ontario.
One of the proposed standards,
which could become a regulation
under the AODA, is the Accessible
Information and Communications
Standard. It addresses the removal of
barriers in access to information and
encompasses information being provided in person, through print, a Web
site or other means.

Considering the complexity of the
municipal environment and the technology in use, the accessible-information
standard and the other proposed standards may have a significant impact
on how municipalities deliver their
services and the technology used.

scenario – a small municipality with
a population of less than 35,000.
The report estimates that the financial
implications resulting from compliance
with the proposed standard for a municipality of this size would be between
$1,345,000 and $3,797,000.

The proposed accessible-information
standard has been released for public
input and review. In its current form,
the proposed standard outlines obligations that will affect all existing and
planned IT-based information and
communication systems.

A summary of this cost-assessment
document can be found at
www.mcss.gov.on.ca/mcss/english/pil
lars/accessibilityOntario/accesson/bu
siness/information/cost/info_cost.htm.

The areas of impact will include but
not be limited to Web sites, software
applications including ERPs, printed
information, video recording and
broadcasting, computer-based
telecommunication systems, municipal
elections, training programs and the
ability to provide information and
communication in accessible formats.

If you would like to have copy of the
full report prepared by KPMG, please
contact: Accessibility Directorate of
Ontario, Public Education and
Partnerships Unit, Ministry of
Community and Social Services,
777 Bay Street, Suite 601, Toronto,
Ontario M7A 2J4 or via e-mail at:
accessibility.ccs@ontario.ca.

Mandatory compliance dates
range from the end of 2011 to the
end of 2013 depending on the size
of the organization.
The Ministry of Community and
Social Services retained KPMG to
carry out a cost-impact assessment
of the proposed Information and
Communication Standard. Based on
this assessment, each public-sector
agency will need to make a significant
investment to become compliant.
In the cost-assessment document,
KPMG modelled only one municipal

Full Report Available

If you are interested in commenting
on the proposed standard, please do
so by February 6, 2009, via e-mail
to public.review@oliverwyman.com.
For additional information and a
further look at the proposed standard
visit www.mcss.gov.on.ca/mcss/
english/pillars/accessibilityOntario/
accesson/business/information.
Garry Bezruki, director of information
systems for the City of Waterloo, can be
reached at bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca. 
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MISA/ASIM News Across Canada

International IT Event Coming to Canada
THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS of Canadian
municipal IT professionals will be on
display for an international audience
in 2010 when delegates from several
countries will attend a conference in
Ontario at the invitation of
MISA/ASIM Canada.
Delegates from LOLA, the Linked
Organisation of Local Authority ICT
Societies, will hold their international
conference at Niagara Falls. It will
take place in conjunction with the
MISA Ontario Annual Conference on
June 13-16, 2010, at the Fallsview
Casino Resort/Hilton.
This will be the first Canadian site

to be host for an international municipal
IT conference. MISA/ASIM Canada
joined LOLA in November 2006.
Based in London, England, LOLA is a
group of associations that share common
values in delivering public services
and managing information technology
(www.lola-online.org).
Other members include municipal
IT organizations in Belgium, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden,
the United Kingdom and the United
States.
The 2008 LOLA conference was
held in conjunction with the annual
meeting of the Belgian organization,

known as VICTOR. Harry Turnbull,
executive director of IT for the City of
Windsor, attended that conference
representing MISA/ASIM Canada
and subsequently proposed that the
Ontario conference could serve as the
venue for the 2010 event.
The boards of LOLA, MISA/ASIM
Canada and MISA Ontario have all
approved the proposal.
The Regional Municipality of
Niagara will be the host municipality
for the Ontario conference combined
with the LOLA event. Bob Diakow,
director of IT solutions for the Region,
will serve as the conference chair. 

Associate Member Lunches
Planned in BC, Ontario
MISA BC AND MISA ONTARIO are organizing luncheons
in February to express appreciation to companies that
support them as associate members.
The BC chapter’s Vendor Appreciation Luncheon
will take place in the Cypress Suite of the Pan Pacific
Hotel in Vancouver on February 24. Associate
member representatives are invited to provide feedback
on MISA BC’s strategic plan and its services to the
vendor community.
Attendees will also get an insider’s preview of the
Fall Conference to be held in Kamloops on September
15-18, 2009. More information about the luncheon
is available from MISA BC President David Hennigan,
dhennigan@crd.bc.ca.
In Ontario, the Associate Members Luncheon will
take place February 13 at the North York Memorial
Hall in Toronto. It will feature details of the 2009 Annual
Conference in Oshawa, May 31-June 3. For information
please contact Lawrence Moule, lmoule@sympatico.ca.
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Both events afford opportunities for representatives
of associate members, as well as potential members,
to meet members of the chapter executives and other
municipal IT leaders. 
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MISA IT Security Conference Shows
Universal Need for Technologies
By Lawrence Moule and Jane Morgan
Co-editors, Municipal Interface
EVERYBODY NEEDS THEM. In fact, no organization today
can function without them. Information-security technologies
have become indispensable in a networked world, and
that’s why the sixth annual MISA IT Security Conference
wasn’t a technology event at all.
It was a business event. The conference drew not only
municipal IT professionals and law-enforcement officials but
business managers, lawyers, policy analysts and students.
It showed why municipalities and public-sector enterprises
of all kinds need to embed security policies and techniques
in every operation that involves communication and data
management -- in other words, just about every activity
in the enterprise.
IT security technologies have become enablers, not
just protectors. This conference showed why they are as
critical to an organization’s viability as computers and
networks themselves.
The technologies are also essential for public safety,
as Bob Percy, deputy chief of the Halton Regional Police
Services, said in opening remarks to the conference at
the Oakville Conference Centre in Oakville, Ontario,
on November 10.

As explained most notably by keynote speaker Howard
Schmidt, president and CEO of the Information Security
Forum, the IT security environment has changed completely
since the mid-90s. Threats have increased due to the
involvement of organized crime in data theft and malware,
combined more recently with the proliferation of mobile
and networked devices. And all this on a global scale.
Today, Schmidt emphasized, there will never be enough
policing resources to eliminate cyber crime, but organizations
can reduce their vulnerabilities by making IT security a part
of their core infrastructure and sharing expertise between
the public and private sectors (see his article on page 13).

Increasing Threats
Cyber threats are constantly growing and changing.
Conference chair Ralph Blauel, director of IT for host
municipality Halton Region, expressed amazement
at the breadth and depth of IT security issues now
facing municipalities.
“There’s no end in sight,” Blauel remarked in welcoming
the 200 delegates. “We will be continuing this conference
program for quite some time to come.”
How large is the security problem? The conference provided many ways to answer this question. Jim Smith, senior
sales engineer with Trend Micro, told a session on Web
threat protection that profit-driven cyber criminals now

“Technology permeates everything we
do – every process, every procedure, every
policy,” Percy said. “It is in our cruisers, on
our desks, everywhere we go.
“The tools are only as effective as the
people using them, though,” Percy added.
“That’s why a conference like this is so valuable. It presents opportunities not only for
you to exchange ideas and learn about the
latest trends and developments in technology,
but to strengthen your collective expertise.”

Collective Response
The importance of education and collective
action to raise security levels was emphasized
throughout the conference by speakers from
police forces, municipalities and corporate
suppliers and consultants.

Delegates to the MISA IT Security Conference, November 9-11, sit comfortably at
tables in a session room at the Oakville Conference Centre, listening to a presentation
on the PCI Data Security Standard by Murray Rosenthal of the City of Toronto.
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Conference chair Ralph Blauel, far
right, and chief organizer Cindy
Ravenscroft pose with the Halton
Region team who smoothly ran the
sixth annual MISA IT Security
Conference in Oakville.

Professor Victor Ralevich, second from right, of Sheridan College’s
School of Computing and Information Management in Oakville, participated in
the conference as a guest of Halton Region with his students, from left,:
Vishal Bahl, Raymond Ho, Maggie Lau, Manver Singh and Prasad Sivalingam.

Above, keynote speakers Alan Lefort of TELUS, left, and
Michael Geist of the University of Ottawa.
Right, Shannon McKay of Halton Region introduces
a session by Kellman Meghu of Check Point.

Above, Dale Descoteau of Digital Boundary
Group, left, chats with Steve Stinson of the
City of Nanaimo, BC, in the exhibit area.

Above, Jason Thompson of
NCI delivers the noon keynote
speech on November 11.
Below, members of a panel on IT governance are, from left: Bob Nanke,
City of Calgary; Claire McKay, Region of Peel; Tracey Bates, City of
Timmins; and Murray Colquhoun, Town of Halton Hills, Ontario.
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constitute a powerful underworld economy. He reported
that the RCMP believes that the avails of cyber crime
exceed those of the drug trade, and that more than one in
five Canadians had their identification documents
compromised in 2008.

from the City of Calgary, Town of Halton Hills, Region of
Peel and City of Timmins urged the creation of interdepartmental committees for IT security and the need for a
continuous awareness program among all employees
as a first priority for security spending.

With the introduction of every new kind of communication
device or service comes a corresponding new security
threat. Bruce Cowper, chief security adviser for Microsoft
Canada, gave an example in describing the evolution of
phishing, a technique to illicitly gather private information
by sending bogus “official” messages to individuals.

Another more frightening session demonstrated the
need for businesslike collaboration across departments.
In a joint presentation, Stephen Costello, operations
supervisor with Greater Sudbury Utilities Inc., and Paul
Weatherhead, chief technology officer of Digital Boundary
Group, showed how a SCADA system could be broken
into and controlled with minimal effort by a hacker entering
through the utility’s finance department.

“Once predominantly e-mail based,” he said, “phishing
attempts are increasingly being posted to social networks,
exploiting the trust users place in these networks and in the
social contacts developed through them.”
Cowper also presented a list of what Microsoft sees as
the top 10 IT security threats for 2009:
1) Web-site/application attacks
2) Increased use of malicious botnets
3) Virtualization attacks
4) Mobile devices
5) VoIP
6) Sophisticated social engineering
7) Consumer devices
8) Insider attacks
9) Malicious spyware/adware
10) Games/gaming consoles.
Microsoft’s identification of Web attacks as the top threat
to IT security was supported by other speakers. Mark Guntrip,
senior product marketing manager with Websense Inc.,
said the constantly changing content of today’s Web
means that real-time security scanning has become a
necessity, making some legacy security systems obsolete.

Weatherhead noted that engineering and IT departments
often do not collaborate, even though their networks are
typically interconnected, leading to a lack of standards
and no clear responsibility for network protection.

Legislative Issues
Not only do IT security professionals have to deal with
an increasingly complex variety of threats, the legislative
and regulatory environment is also becoming more
demanding than ever.
Keynote speaker Michael Geist outlined developments
in legislation covering privacy, security and copyright,
predicting that municipal governments will soon have more
responsibilities to shoulder. Legislation requiring mandatory
disclosure of security breaches will probably appear within
two years, he said, and municipalities are also likely to
become accountable soon for any data transmitted –
knowingly or not -- from their computers to recipients
outside of the enterprise.
It’s not only governments that are tightening the regulatory
net. Requirements for credit-card security imposed by PCI
are creating “ordered chaos” in municipalities, Murray

Vulnerable Applications
Keynote speaker Jason Thompson, senior security consultant
of NCI, said the Web now presents “limitless exploit
opportunities” to attackers.

Conference Sponsors

Thompson said Web applications account for almost
half of all information-systems vulnerabilities. He noted
that the Payment Card Industry (PCI) estimates that 80
to 90 per cent of the value of all credit-card theft is
accounted for by the exploitation of Web applications.

Platinum Sponsor

Silver Sponsors

NCI

Applications installed on browsers are particularly
vulnerable, and developers of those applications often are
not sufficiently aware of security issues, Thompson said.

Cisco Systems

Barracuda Networks
Halton Region
IBM Security and Privacy
Services
Juniper Networks
LCM Security
Websense

“Security has to be part of the software-development
life cycle,” he urged.
Other speakers noted how the Web has increased the
interconnectedness of municipal departments, necessitating
an integrated, business-based approach to security.
Speakers on a municipal panel of IT security specialists

Gold Sponsors
Digital Boundary Group
Government of Ontario,
I&IT Corporate Security
Branch
Microsoft Canada
TELUS

Bronze Sponsors
CRYPTOCard
iRoam Mobile Solutions
NetMotion Wireless
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This year’s security
conference featured
an expanded entertainment lineup.
Delegates enjoy an
evening show by
hypnotist Peter Wolf,
seen at right with
stage volunteers.

Left, after the Monday
evening banquet,
delegates relax in a
room full of sports
video games with
large screens.

Right, local band Poppa Groove
entertains at the opening
reception on Sunday evening,
November 9.

Rosenthal, senior policy analyst with the City of Toronto,
explained. Rosenthal will be providing a detailed look at
this problem in a future issue of Municipal Interface.

Finding a Balance
How can a municipal IT department deal with such a variety
of issues amid constant change and perennially low resources?
The conference presented an approach with its theme of
“I&IT Security -- Do You Have the Right Combination?.”
Ralph Blauel and his Halton Region organizing team
led by senior IT adviser Cindy Ravenscroft designed their
program as a series of portfolios exploring technology,
information and privacy issues.
“This represents a progression in the development of
municipal IT security initiatives into mature, sustainable
programs,” Blauel said.
Ravenscroft added that the objective of the conference
was to help attendees develop plans to move from the tactical to the strategic. And many of the sessions did indeed
offer strategic approaches to organizing IT security operations
on the basis of first principles and best practices.
York Region, Ontario, has an IT security strategy in
place and a three-year roadmap for security initiatives,
outlined by enterprise architect Mark Christiansen.
The City of Timmins, Ontario, has found an answer to
monitoring mobile assets that complies with its governance
guidelines, as described by IT director David Laveville and
David Hudon of Absolute Software Corp. Another mobile
solution, for authenticating and encrypting mobile devices,
was explained by Adams Woods, IT infrastructure analyst
with Halton Region Police Services, together with Ryan
Krukoski of NCI.
Several vendors including Bragelo Group, IBM Canada
and Cisco Systems offered guidance on the governance,
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strategies and structure of IT security programs.
Others dealt with more specific issues, such as
CRYPOCard’s presentation on “The Problem With
Passwords” and a session by LCM Security on “Data
Security: Encryption, Governance and Loss Protection.”

Measuring Results
For IT professionals considering which security approaches
to adopt, the question arises -- how do we know what
works best?
One research source for answers, described in detail
by Claire McKay of the Region of Peel, is the Information
Security Forum, whose numerous reports and surveys are
available on MISA Ontario’s Web site, www.misa.on.ca.
Another research source is TELUS. Keynote speaker
Alan Lefort presented the results of a joint study on
Canadian IT security practices conducted in 2008 by
TELUS with the Rotman School of Management at the
University of Toronto (www.telus.com/securitystudy).
The survey of 300 IT security specialists in the public
and private sectors found that security programs are most
likely to be successful if they:
• Focus on performance measurement
• Balance investments among various technologies
• Invest in application security as opposed to
network security
• Invest adequately; expenditures of less than five per
cent of the IT budget will not produce effective security.
TELUS plans to expand its survey in 2009 and wants
input from at least 100 municipalities, Lefort said. Blauel
declared that MISA associations will help solicit responses
to the survey.
That means there will be more results-oriented guidance
available next year when delegates converge on the
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Privacy and Security

What Global Trends in IT Security
Mean to Municipal IT Professionals
By Howard A. Schmidt
Information Security Forum Ltd.

phone recently? The huge popularity of such personal network-enabled
devices is evidence enough for the arrival of the Evernet, but is probably
only a small part of the trend.

This article is based on a keynote presentation
to the MISA Security Conference in
November 2008.

IP-enabled pacemakers, refrigerators and trash cans are no longer
the stuff of fantasy. When society becomes so dependent on interconnected devices, the inherent security risks associated with their use
become everybody’s problem.

AROUND THE WORLD, organizations of all
kinds find much in common when dealing
with IT security issues. Many of the IT-related
threats facing public-sector and governmental
organizations are very similar to those facing
business and industry.
The sensitivity of stakeholder information for
which many public institutions are responsible
-- and the ensuing damage that results when
this information becomes compromised -- mean
that it is imperative to keep a watchful eye on
current and likely information security trends.
It’s important to remember that the nearexcruciating embarrassment experienced by
those institutions that fail to adequately protect
the information they hold might be nothing
compared with the potential anguish of those
citizens whose lives are affected.
There are some trends that should be
particularly high on the municipal IT professional’s agenda. Here’s my view of six of the
most important.
• The increased dependence of society
on ICT and the proliferation of networkenabled mobile devices.
We’re seeing the Internet proliferate to the
point where some now call it the “Evernet.”
Everybody is becoming connected to everything, all the time.
Estimates at the close of 2007 put the
number of connected ICT devices at 1 billion
globally. Every indication suggests that this
will double in the next three years.
Who hasn’t rushed out to purchase the
most eye-catching and feature-stuffed smart

Even if your current systems aren’t geared up for access by those
living the coffee-shop networked dream, you can bet that one day they
will be – and it’s probably not far away. When it does come, trouble
can follow in unexpected ways.
Try not to follow the example set by a small US police agency that
not long ago decided to engage its community by giving citizens
access to crime statistics, available by logging into a section of
the police Web site. This inadvertently offered the general public
unrestricted access to the police agency’s back-end database.
The moral? Base your planning on the assumption that people
and devices around the world are linked to all of your systems.
• The growing complexity of outsourced relationships.
The ever-growing dependence of society on ICT is matched by
increasingly complex IT arrangements between organizations – and
municipal authorities aren’t immune.
What happens when your own organization's security is robust,
but you’re required to provide connectivity to a partner entity whose
security arrangements might not be up to your own standards?
Potentially, a horrible mess, that’s what.
Standards are a good starting point. The business discussion that
precedes any sharing of information resources between two organizations
should ensure that both parties meet the same standards for security. It
might seem an aged mantra these days, but it still holds true -- security
should never be negotiable.
My repeated observation from worldwide travels is that when
organizations get this right, both parties benefit from higher standards
of security.
• The need for more interaction in public/private partnerships.
Government really can’t operate in a vacuum. This is particularly
true where authorities aim to control or regulate the implementation
of IT, because the design and implementation of systems largely falls
within the domain of the private sector.
Take a case that illustrates the need to educate political entities
about the possible unintended consequences of otherwise laudable
decisions made in the public interest.
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In California, a district politician
attempted to introduce a law to
combat spam. The proposed law
made it illegal for anyone to push
data to someone else’s system
without their specific authorization.
Had it been implemented, this
law would have made it illegal to
push patches or anti-virus software
to another’s computer system,
thereby thwarting those diligent
organizations that have a welldefined patch management
process in place!

Reduce your vulnerabilities.
Good old-fashioned risk analysis
should be a fundamental building
block in helping you determine
areas where you should focus.
Also consider implementing some
form of real-time vulnerability
scanning capability.
Our research work at the ISF
has also proved that the implementation of best practices across the
board will help make everyone
safer. I believe that public-sector
and governmental organizations
have a duty to take the lead in
demonstrating effective IT security
practices.
• Security and privacy are
increasingly becoming two
sides of the same coin.

A strong partnership with private
enterprise will help ensure that
unfortunate outcomes such as this
are avoided. As a government entity
ISF President Howard Schmidt addresses the 2008
you are in a privileged position to
MISA IT Security Conference.
bring about positive change. The
In recent years a staggering
private sector doesn’t have that, but
number of personal records have been exposed – and we
can bring much-needed expertise and
certainly know that governmental organizations are far
practical experience to the table.
from immune. Frankly, without security there is no privacy.
At this point I’d be negligent if I didn’t mention that the
organization of which I’m proud to be the president and
CEO, the Information Security Forum, provides a trusted
environment in which this type of interaction can take
place. It is open to all municipal members of MISA
Ontario and potentially to sister organizations.
• Cyber-crime is becoming increasingly internationally
organized.
The once small-time hacker is now part of a global criminal
network. A hacker in Romania can easily collaborate with
a counterpart in Nigeria, who in turn teams up with someone
in Italy. Presto, you have a “bot” network in place capable
of compromising millions of end-user systems worldwide.
While the exponential growth in the use of broadband
in recent years has played its part in making our ICT systems
more disposed to such threats, the increased organization
of cyber-crime has in turn gained momentum. And I hate to
tell you -- this trend will only gather pace, particularly with
the global economy in disarray.
It’s unlikely that there will ever be enough enforcement
on the Internet to prevent the proliferation of malware. But
equally we can’t just roll over and let the bad guys win.
While I can’t offer you a perfect recipe for the defeat of
malware, I certainly can point you in the right direction.
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In the US so many social-security numbers have been
compromised that I believe they should no longer be
used as personal identifiers. Some European countries
are discussing the idea of issuing digital identifiers that
have a time limit. In support of these concepts, we are
likely to see the increased emergence of technologies
that confirm identity but do not involve the interchange
of any personal data.
We all have a shared responsibility to develop the next
generation of systems that protect people’s data and privacy
while enabling efficient day-to-day operations. This responsibility should range from a thorough understanding of what
our privacy obligations are, through to the design of sound
processes and systems that deliver on those obligations.
Perhaps most importantly, all staff should be fully aware
of their personal responsibilities regarding the protection
of personal information.
So many of the high-profile cases we’ve seen in recent
times could have been completely avoided had just one
member of staff put up his or her hand and said, “We
shouldn’t be doing this.”
• Talent wars and the increased need for training.
Information-security people come at a premium. That’s
a fact. A recent study in the US found that the salaries of
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IT security professionals are roughly 25 per cent higher
than for standard IT professionals.
While the figures will vary around the world, it’s a
global trend that will continue to grow. In a world where
security is an essential part of any large organization’s
information infrastructure, this trend could prove expensive.

Your information systems
are connected everywhere
What does this mean for municipal authorities, particularly when you’re expected to demonstrate that you’re
getting impeccable value for every dollar you spend?
Educate and train. Then educate some more. The better
you can equip your IT professionals to include informationsecurity considerations in their day-to-day operations, the
better you’ll be insulated from the potentially costly impact
of the security talent wars.

Finally, as municipal IT professionals you’re facing
very much the same threats as your counterparts in private
enterprise. Liaison with those counterparts will be of direct
benefit to the organizations involved by raising levels of
good practice. It is also likely to deliver enhanced protection
to society at large.
Be unashamed in taking advantage of your organization’s
municipal status. You are well positioned to influence
individuals, law-enforcement bodies and commerce.
If together you can reach a shared understanding of the
real information-security issues that affect today’s society,
everyone will benefit.
Professor Howard A. Schmidt is president and CEO of the
Information Security Forum Ltd. For more information about
the Information Security Forum, and to download a free
copy of its Standard of Good Practice, please visit
www.securityforum.org. 

Use Your Influence
What are the main messages I’m conveying to you?
First, make an assumption that your information systems
are, or very soon will be, interconnected with everyone
else’s. Ring-fencing your network perimeter is no longer
a viable long-term solution.
Second, take a look at your security standards and
make sure they are robust – and implemented! Adoption of
a sound standard will inherently deliver a strong baseline
level of security that will take you a long way in protecting
your organization (and consequently the society around
you) from the worst that the rapidly evolving world of
cyber-crime might hurl at you.
It will also help you when demonstrating good practice to
public and private partner organizations you might work with.
Third, make sure you fully understand your organization’s privacy obligations and identify their implications
for information security. Educate staff so that there can
be absolutely no doubt as to what is expected of them
in preserving the confidentiality of personal information
they may handle.
Fourth, integrate security into IT operations as far as
possible and embed it in the psyche of your staff. Backed
up by a sound education and awareness program, you will
be less likely to have to implement expensive outsourced
security (and recruitment) initiatives.
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Ontario City Develops Application
To Speed Emergency Notification
By Ed Woods and Steve Whitehead
City of Quinte West, Ontario
QUINTE WEST HAS LAUNCHED a new emergencymanagement system that’s faster and more efficient
than anything our citizens ever had – and the first
of its kind in Canada.
It all started this way.
At 9:00 on a Monday morning in January 2008,
Mayor John Williams walked into the office of the
Planning, IT & GIS Services Department in the City
of Quinte West and announced that he wanted to
activate the PRISM system.
By request of Council, the City’s GIS and IT staff
had been working briefly on building a community
telephone-notification system with a Web-based
GIS (geographic information systems) component.
This request followed a series of boil-water advisories that involved a significant amount of
manpower and were very time-consuming. City
personnel had to physically travel door-to-door to
ensure that all affected residents were advised.

PRISM features a GIS tool for identifying areas affected by a chemical spill,
shown here in a triangular area. It also features an Emergency Response
Guidebook, insert, identifying various chemical groups and advising first
responders on how to deal with them.

The telephone-notification system called PRISM –
Protective Response Interactive Services Management -had not yet been fully tested, and many components
of the application had yet to be built.
Could City staff manage to piece together a successful
telephone notification?
The Mayor said a boil-water notification had to be sent
to Batawa, a small community within Quinte West. Batawa
had a population of only 130, but every citizen needed to
be called immediately about the advisory.
GIS and IT staff quickly began the process of generating
the telephone numbers for the area of concern and preparing
the message to be sent out. About an hour-and-a-half later,
staff had prepared PRISM for its maiden voyage, not knowing
if it would sink or swim. They then began the calling
campaign that sent out a series of automated phone calls
containing an emergency boil-water alert to each house-

hold. Staff watched as the system called out successfully to
each resident in Batawa.

First in Canada
Since that moment, the City of Quinte West has been a
safer community. Quinte West staff believes that PRISM
could help make many other communities safer, too.
The City of Quinte West is situated on the Bay of
Quinte on Lake Ontario, serving as the gateway to the
world famous Trent Severn Waterway. Quinte West was
formed in 1998 through the amalgamation of the former
municipalities of Trenton, Sidney, Murray and Frankford.
With a population of 46,000, it is home to Canada's
largest military base, 8 Wing Trenton.
PRISM had worked well for Batawa, reaching all but
three of the residents that morning. Those three residents
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whose phone numbers weren’t in the telephone database
were reached in person by city staff. (These residents had
been previously identified on a map as not having a
telephone number in the PRISM database.)
GIS and IT staff were excited that the system they had
developed – the first of its kind in Canada – had shown that
it could dramatically improve the speed and effectiveness
of emergency-management processes. They also knew,
however, that the system needed more components to be
built and the notification process could be improved.

GIS in Quinte West
The history of GIS at the City of Quinte West goes back to
1999 when the GIS Division was formed. The implementation
of GIS at this time was led by Ed Woods, manager of
planning, GIS and IT.
Seventeen thousand parcels of land along with zoning
and official plan maps were digitized into the GIS. In 2000,
this spatial information was adapted into a fire-dispatch
system. Attribute information containing addresses were
linked with the parcels and loaded into the dispatchers’
map in ArcView (ESRI’s desktop GIS) along with a
customized 9-1-1 search tool built by GIS staff.
The resulting automated search capability greatly aided
firefighters’ efforts. The average amount of time between
receiving an emergency call and dispatchers’ notifying the
firetruck drivers with directions was cut to less than 10
seconds from the previous one minute and 44 seconds.
Prior to 2000, dispatchers were responding to calls by

using paper books and atlases to direct the trucks to
incident locations.
The City introduced a community Web GIS in 2005
(www.QuinteWestMaps.com) that received a 2007 Award
of Special Achievement in GIS from ESRI, built on ArcIMS
and ArcSDE using the GeoCortex Internet Mapping
Framework from Latitude Geographics of Victoria, BC.
PRISM was built on this platform and consists of two
applications: PRISM-GIS and PRISM 9-1-1. City staff began
development of the program in October 2006, based on
an idea by geomatics coordinator Steve Whitehead.
The PRISM-GIS application is a Web-based GIS tool
that facilitates collaboration between emergency-response
administrators and staff in the field. It contains the mapping
component of the GIS with all the geo-databases relating
to disaster response, as well as capabilities to display
evacuation areas based on chemical spills or manually
determined notification areas.
PRISM-GIS contains many geospatial layers of information:
• Detailed floor plans of schools, retirement homes,
commercial buildings and other major buildings that
are hyperlinked to the map of Quinte West
• Ownership information of every property in Quinte
West, digital elevation models, one-metre contours and
high-resolution orthophotography
• The Fire Department’s “fire response times” consisting
of a series of points throughout the City, each one
showing response time from each of the seven stations
• Flood plain and flood-prone areas
• City services – water, sanitary, fire
hydrants and traffic lights – and various
base map layers from the Ontario
Geospatial Database Exchange.
Emergency-management administrators at
the command centre have the ability to run
the application as well as deliver maps and
data to staff carrying wireless laptops in the
field. The field staff can also access the building
floor plans and other data, including live
weather reports from Environment Canada.

Ed Woods, second from right, and Steve Whitehead, third from right, receive the
2008 IT Project of the Year Award from the Tri-Committee for the Utilization of
Information Technology in Public Works during the Tri-Committee’s Annual Fall
Symposium on October 30 in Mississauga. Presenting the award are Dan Lymer,
chair of the Tri-Committee, right, and MISA Ontario President Ralph Blauel, director
of information technology for Halton Region.
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PRISM also includes the first known municipal Web-based version of the Emergency
Response Guide of Ontario. It is derived from
the 2008 Emergency Response Guidebook,
developed jointly by Transport Canada, the
US Department of Transportation and the
Secretariat of Transport and Communications
of Mexico, with the collaboration of CIQUIME
(Centro de Información Química para
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Emergencias) of Argentina, for use by firefighters, police
and other emergency services personnel who may be first
to arrive at the scene of a transportation incident involving
dangerous goods.
Our Web-based guide enables emergency staff to determine in seconds how to respond to a chemical spill. That’s
because it incorporates a tool within PRISM-GIS called
TiiPAD, which stands for Table of Initial Isolation and
Protective Action Distances.
To use this tool in the case of a chemical spill, a user
can enter information such as wind direction, time of day,
size of spill and type of chemical, and TiiPAD instantly
calculates the location and size of the necessary
evacuation area. The area of isolation and notification
is automatically plotted on the map.
Alternatively, police or fire departments can determine
the area necessary for evacuation or notification. In either
case, the PRISM application identifies the households within
the area and produces a list of contact phone numbers. A
specified radius or a sketched polygon can be the area to
be notified.
PRISM also permits users to sketch on to a map. They
can add real-time events such as accident sites, evacuation
routes, road closures, staging areas, helicopter landing
sites and triage areas. This gives emergency personnel an
as-it-happens view of events taking place on the ground.
Another innovative feature of PRISM is its integration
with Microsoft LiveMeeting. This application, commonly
used for online business meetings, is the tool by which
emergency staff at the command centre can direct audio/
visual communication with first responders in the field. GIS
maps as well as floor plans and photographs can be viewed
on screens and analyzed by people at the contact centre
and in the field simultaneously.

At the City of Quinte West’s Emergency Command Centre, PRISM
generates digital maps that can be sent to laptops and hand-held
devices of first responders in the field.

any language within 15 minutes of the City being made
aware of any emergency within its boundaries.
Here’s an example of how it works:
A parent calls police from 234 Dundas Street in Trenton
to report that a four-year-old child is missing. Police decide
that all households will be notified within a 500-metre
radius of that address and call the City of Quinte West’s
GIS/IT Department. A staff member makes a digital recording
of the police message, and GIS staff delineate the notification
radius on the map using PRISM-GIS.

Automated Notification

The message is uploaded to the VoiceGate system, and
the selected telephone numbers are populated into PRISM
9-1-1, which immediately begins making automated calls
to land lines and cell phones of all people identified as
belonging to households within the notification area. So,
instead of only parents and police looking for that child,
a search by the whole neighbourhood can be initiated –
all within 15 minutes.

The Batawa incident in January 2008 marked the introduction
of the second phase of the PRISM program – PRISM 9-1-1.
This was developed with the assistance of funding from
the federal government’s GeoConnections program and in
cooperation with the city’s project partners ESRI Canada, Land
Information Ontario and Emergency Management Ontario.

PRISM is not limited to being activated during regular
working hours. Staff can do the GIS work, record the
messages, and initiate the phone calls from anywhere,
any time. PRISM 9-1-1 is now a full 24/7 municipal
service available to City officials, the Fire Department and
the Quinte West division of the Ontario Provincial Police.

It permits communication back and forth among city
officials and emergency staff. LiveMeeting also enables live
recording of all audio and video transmissions and provides
a complete digital record of the event.

PRISM 9-1-1 is the first known Canadian-made emergency response, GIS-generated, community telephonenotification application. Using telephony-messaging
software from VoiceGate Corporation of Richmond Hill,
Ontario, it can initiate an emergency call-out campaign in

Recognition and Future Plans
In October 2008, the City of Quinte West was honoured
to receive the second annual IT Project of the Year Award
from the Tri-Committee, which consists of the Ontario
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Good Roads Association, the Municipal Engineers
Association and the Ontario Public Works Association.
This was the second provincial association award for
PRISM. In May 2008, the Association of Municipal Managers,
Clerks and Treasurers of Ontario presented the City of
Quinte West with the E. A. Danby Award in recognition
of outstanding achievement in improving performance.
While the City is gratified for this recognition, staff
hope that the benefits of PRISM can be extended far
beyond our borders. The City would be willing to assist
any municipality or organization wishing to implement a
telephone-notification system.
City of Quinte West staff have developed a PRISM
Network model that would enable individual municipalities
to share their PRISM systems and assist each other with
emergency notification. PRISM could become a standard
tool used by municipalities across Canada.
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Here’s what the future might look like. In the PRISM
Network model, nearby municipalities such as Cobourg,
Belleville and Kingston set up PRISM programs similar to
the Quinte West program. Municipalities share access to
telephone lines so that the time needed for an emergency
call-out campaign by any municipality in the network is
greatly reduced.
The City of Quinte West hopes to take PRISM to this
next level. If any municipality in Canada wishes to know
more about our technology and its potential benefits to
citizens, please contact us.
Ed Woods, manager of Planning, IT & GIS Services
for the City of Quinte West, can be reached at
edw@city.quintewest.on.ca. Steve Whitehead, geomatics
coordinator, can be reached at stevew@quintewest.on.ca. 
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A Strategy to Secure Data Begins
With Understanding Your Risks
By Paul King
LCM Security Inc.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE your municipal data is, where it
has been, and where it might go? The risks are high for
any organization that does not thoroughly understand the
nature of the data it manages.
According to Privacyrights.org, since January 2005
more than 245 million data records of North American
residents have been exposed due to security breaches. In
Canada we are all too familiar with the well publicized
data leaks such as CIBC and Winners, but many serious
breaches go unreported – either to avoid embarrassment,
maintain stakeholders’ confidence, or avert financial
loss as a result of damage to the organization’s brand
or liability concerns.
While Canada’s Personal Information Protection and
Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) requires organizations
to adopt security safeguards when handling personal
information, PIPEDA has no explicit requirement for
organizations to disclose the existence of a security
breach. As a result many breaches go unnoticed.
Municipalities face the same issues because they handle
very sensitive data such as financials, human resources,
credit cards, tax and medical records. This data not only
resides on servers and PCs but often is moved throughout
your enterprise and along to your constituents and partners
through faxes, letters, e-mails, USB keys and laptops.

Unstructured Data

authorized access to the Human Resource file folders
on your server due to improper user de-provisioning.
Confidential Human Resource records about the new
management team are accessible to the employee,
compromising the managers.
2. Confidential medical, credit card or tax records are
copied from a database to a laptop so that an employee
can work at home to finish a project. Without proper
security safeguards, if the laptop is lost or stolen the
data can be misused and made public.
3. Online registration systems are available to the public
to view and sign up for town or city activities. This data
is stored for future registration, billing and distribution to
various organizations that run the activities. The publicfacing Web site is changed and a security hole results,
permitting a hacker to view and copy the internal database and use it if for illegal or embarrassing purposes.
Despite such risks, your ultimate goal is to create systems
that are “public friendly,” while being easy to use and
maintain with limited resources and budgets.
The following recommendations outline some proactive
steps on how to secure your data and minimize the risks
associated with decisions you make.

Security Review
Our first recommendation is to conduct an architectural
security review of your enterprise.
Before you even look at your critical data, you should
understand the potential access vulnerabilities of your
organization. Questions should include:

Protecting your databases (structured data) alone can no
longer safeguard your critical or confidential business data.
It is copied, pasted, and recreated in word processors,
e-mail and spreadsheet files as unstructured data susceptible to theft, loss or misuse.

• Are firewalls adequately separating Web-facing
applications from internal servers?

By design or by accident this critical data often becomes
available to unauthorized employees and, far too often,
accessible to the public. Here are a few examples:

• Do you have an internal zoning strategy to ensure that
confidential or sensitive data is separated from other
less confidential data?

1. An employee who began his/her career in Human
Resources has moved over to the Finance department
within your organization. Here the employee maintains

• Are you protected against internal and external attacks
that could compromise or destroy confidential or
sensitive data?
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• Are the data and Web servers adequately protected
from being penetrated by intruders?
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• Once the architectural review is complete, do you have
a plan to remediate the issues or understand the potential
risk or workarounds of not making the changes?
Our second recommendation requires understanding
the content of the data:
• Perform a content scan of all your servers, PCs, removable
devices and laptops. The content scanner can be set to
look for very specific data, regardless of whether it
resides within a database or on a network in the form
of a spreadsheet. You can put in specific requirements
such as resident PIN, addresses and financial account
numbers that would possibly be used for registration
purposes or tax fields.
• Once you gain an understanding of where the critical
data is within your organization, you can evaluate
whether your data policies are being adhered to or
need modifications based on the findings.
• Remediation steps may be required if you find that
sensitive or confidential data is inappropriately
accessible or stored.
• Once you have gained an understanding of where
your information is and have separated, relocated,
or encrypted this data, you can begin to modify and
enforce policies to better protect yourself from the
majority of external and accidental threats.

Protection of Unstructured Data
Our third recommendation is ensuring that your unstructured
data is being stored, accessed, and maintained appropriately.
With more than 70 per cent of all your business processes
conducted on unstructured data – data that exists outside
your databases – we need to give it high priority and
strong safeguards.
Permission to access unstructured data is often given
through tools such as Active Directory. Permissions are
often temporary and not removed when people leave or
change departments and, by default from Microsoft, are
wide open to everyone.

• Put in place policies, procedures and tools to maintain
both access and setup of your folders.
• Finally, determine if there is a requirement for
content-blocking tools.
The majority of municipalities today own or are evaluating
Web-content filtering tools that stop your employees from
accessing inappropriate and malicious Web sites. The
content-blocking tools take a similar approach by stopping
sensitive data from unauthorized copying, printing, e-mailing,
or moving the data around or out of your enterprise.
As an extension of the content-scanning tools mentioned
in the second recommendation, data can be marked and
controlled. This is often the next step an organization will
embark on if it has completed the first three steps and has
not been able to drastically mediate risks. In other
instances, merely adding encryption or tightening access
control may prove more effective.
In determining the controls you need to put in place,
you should ask the question, “What is the risk to my
organization if I don’t understand how the data is
accessed and by whom, and where the data resides?”
Then ask, “What if any of the data is compromised?”
Here are a few items you may want to consider in
developing your own risk and liability list and, if possible,
estimating the cost to your organization.
1. Data loss – Without the control associated with good
data security practices, information can be deliberately
or accidentally altered, stolen, or distributed.
2. Financial liabilities – Lost data can result in fines, suits
or judgments.
3. Government intervention – Your municipality could be
found non-compliant with privacy legislation or other laws.
5. Regulatory liability – Governing bodies such as the
payment-card industry can levy heavy fines or eliminate
the ability to take credit cards.
6. Political liability – There could be significant fallout for
elected or government officials if embarrassing or
confidential information is leaked.

• Perform a scan of all your unstructured data to ascertain
how folders have been set up and how permission
granted. Reorganize the structure so that you can set up
appropriate permissions to align to your organization.

By fully understanding your critical data, your compliance
obligations and the associated risk, you organization will
be better prepared to implement data policies, processes
and procedures moving forward.

• Test your permissions. After running the tools for
approximately 30 days, determine who has inappropriate
access and remove or make changes to permissions
as needed.

Paul King is president LCM Security Inc., an associate
member of MISA Ontario, and can be reached at
pking@lcmsecurity.com. 
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Legislation Provides
A Guide to Protecting
Privacy of Information
In Municipal Systems
Tracy Ann Kosa addresses the MISA IT
Security Conference.

By Tracy Ann Kosa
Office of the Chief Information and Privacy Officer,
Government of Ontario
This article is based on a presentation to the MISA
Security Conference in November 2008.
PRIVACY IS A WORD used to describe different concepts.
The process of setting limits on the environment around us
is usually described as territorial privacy. Physical privacy
can be invaded simply when an unwanted person stands
too close. Informational privacy, sometimes referred to as
data protection, is integrated into the process of personal
information management. It describes the rules of handling
data about people.
This last kind of privacy isn’t new. The generally accepted
definition was developed in 1967 by Alan Westin:
“Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups and institutions
to determine for themselves, when, how and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others.”
Modern information-management practices have
changed the implications of informational privacy. The use
of information and communications technology makes data
protection a difficult job; software is built to facilitate
access and storage of data in a user-friendly manner.
For citizens, this kind of technology increases the
possibility of surveillance and the misuse of their information.
For government, non-compliant use of technology can result
in a loss of public confidence.
Governments must strike a balance between privacy
protection and effective service delivery via efficient and
compliant technology. In Ontario, requirements for municipalities in protecting informational privacy are set out in
the municipal privacy legislation – the Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA).

Other requirements may be derived from the provincial
health privacy legislation where applicable – the Personal
Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA). The Ministry of
Health and Long Term Care administers PHIPA, and questions
related to health privacy requirements can be directed to
the Ministry INFOline at (866) 532-3161.
The task of informational privacy protection in
government has traditionally fallen to security and privacy
professionals, working together (ideally) or in silos.
Security and privacy are complementary concepts.
American privacy researcher Professor Fred Cate
provided an explanation of the relationship in 2008:
”I think of privacy as the use of the data by somebody
you gave it to, and security as the theft of the data or the
interception of the data by the unknown third party. If I
buy a ticket from Travelocity, what Travelocity does with my
data is a privacy issue. If somebody hacks into Travelocity
and steals that data, that’s a security issue.”
Traditional security models (such as Bell LaPadula,
Lattice Model of Information Flow, Biba Model, Clark
Wilson Model, Chinese Wall Model, Role-Based Access
Control Model, Task-Based Authorization Model and
Object-Oriented Security Models) have proven inadequate
in meeting the full complement of privacy requirements.
This is because they focus on protecting systems and organizations as opposed to users and individuals, according
to Simone Fischer-Hubner, a Swedish computer scientist.
In 2001, Fischer-Hubner developed two basic privacy
criteria for security.
1. To protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability
of personal information by:
• Protection from unauthorized collection, use and
disclosure (including theft)
• Protection from accidental or unlawful destruction
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•

Protection from alteration

Step 1: Examine the Content

•

Ensuring availability.

• How vital is the information to the business function?

2. To protect data subjects/system users by:
•

Enabling anonymous/pseudonymous use

•

Supporting informational self-determination.

For example, access control mechanisms protect
confidentiality and integrity of personal information
by enforcing purpose binding and providing for the
separation of duties based on roles.
Fischer-Hubner notes that “privacy legislation plays
an important role in designing, implementing, and using
privacy-enhancing systems.”
Using Ontario as an example, MFIPPA has two sections
that speak to security requirements. Section 47 of the Act
provides for regulation-making powers to set standards
for and requiring (1) administrative, (2) technical and (3)
physical safeguards to ensure the security and confidentiality
of records and personal information.
Ontario Regulation 823, s.3 on unauthorized access
and inadvertent destruction stipulates that only staff who
need a record for their
job should have access
to it. In most cases, this
requires (a) determining
which staff require access
to what records for what job, and (b) taking steps to
ensure that access is limited to those identified staff.

• What are the circumstances under which records
were created?
• What is the type of possible harm resulting from
unauthorized access to the records?
Step 2: Examine Format
• What is the primary media format? What are the other
media formats? Note that protective measures for paper
records may not be equivalent for electronic records.
• What kinds of copies exist, and where are they?
• Is the original (versus a copy) more valuable?
(For example, archival records, document signatures.)
• Is there a need to protect records from tampering?
Step 3: Industry-Specific Issues
• What, if any, exemptions may apply to records’ handling?
• What other requirements may apply (for example,
financial-reporting requirements or payment card
industry standards)?

A four-step process can define needed safeguards
Step 4: Consider Cost
• What is the cost of replacing or recreating the records?

Reasonable steps must be taken to protect records from
accidental destruction.

• What is the cost of available measures to protect
the records?

What Is Reasonable?

Typical Safeguards

Ascertaining what constitutes “reasonable” can be difficult.
Consistency may be achieved by using a four-step
process to determine security requirements from the existing
legislation. This process involves examining format,
content, industry-specific issues and cost. Before using
the process, there are two things to consider:

The following are typical safeguards used by organizations. This is not an exhaustive list, and some of these
requirements may not apply at all.

• The degree to which access to personal information
records should be controlled, if at all, and the appropriate
levels of access by records series

• Locating record storage/computers away from possible
fire or water damage

Physical Safeguards
• Using fire-resistant file cabinets and locking them

• Raising equipment off the floor to prevent flood damage

• The level of security appropriate for the most sensitive
information in the series.

• Installing smoke detectors and fire-extinguishing equipment

Bearing these points in mind, answer the following
questions to assist in determining what physical, technical
and administrative safeguards are reasonable for personal
information records managed by your municipality.

• Assessing whether storage facilities and maintenance
practices are appropriate (for example, magnetic
media can be vulnerable to inadvertent destruction
or damage).
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• Checking water sprinklers
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Technical Safeguards

Administrative Safeguards

• Regular back-ups and archiving with tapes stored
offsite (and encrypted where necessary, such as for
high-sensitivity data)

• Clean desk policies, including locking desks when
unattended

• Positioning terminals appropriately
• Password protection for hardware access

• Record-distribution policies that limit the production and
circulation of records

• Encryption for data transmission

• Policies and procedures for fax machines.

• Encryption for data storage

Several resources are available for municipalities to
manage their privacy requirements. (While these deal
specifically with Ontario, they also offer useful information
for municipalities across the country.)

• Tracking systems that monitor data collection, use
and disclosure (internal and external to the system)
• Tracking systems that map end-user account activity
to data use.
Administrative Safeguards
• Privacy incident-management program (and breach
notification procedures)
• Privacy, security and information classification training
for all employees, contractors and consultants

• Vendor contracts include security provisions

The Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario
oversees compliance with MFIPPA. The IPC is responsible for:
• Resolving access to information appeals or complaints
when government or health care practitioners and
organizations refuse to grant requests for access
or correction

• Regular audits of end-user activity

• Investigating complaints regarding personal information
held by government or health care practitioners and
organizations

• Identity-management policies and procedures

• Conducting research into access and privacy issues

• Role-based access control policies

• Commenting on proposed government legislation and
programs

• Password policies

• Published lists of end-user account authorizations
• Processes requiring automatic deletion of terminated
accounts
• Guidelines for the use of e-mail
• Inclusion of security provisions in contracts with outside
suppliers of information technology services.
For a given series of personal information on paper
records, the four-step process should yield a list similar
to the following:
A Sample: Security Measures for Personal Information
Contained in Paper Records
Physical Safeguards
• Unattended filing cabinets are locked, and key
distribution is limited and documented
• Central filing stations with log-in and log-out procedures
• Locked file room with access controlled by file room staff.
Technical Safeguards
• Coded file labels, labels using numeric or alphanumeric codes rather than descriptive texts

• Educating the public about Ontario’s access and
privacy laws.
The IPC also has a number of resources available to
support municipalities in complying with their privacy
requirements. Start at ww.ipc.on.ca for some introductory
information.
The Ministry of Government Services administers
MFIPPA, and questions related to privacy requirements
can be directed to the Office of the Chief Information and
Privacy Office at (416) 212-7061. Online resources from
the Ministry of Government Services can be obtained at
www.accessandprivacy.gov.on.ca/english/index.html.
Copies of the Act and other Government of Ontario
legislation can be obtained at www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/
index.html.
Tracy Ann Kosa is a privacy-impact-assessment specialist
with the Office of the Chief Information and Privacy Officer,
Government of Ontario and can be reached at
takosa@bell.blackberry.net. 
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At the MISA IT Security Conference
in Oakville in November, a session
on intellectual property and privacy
issues was presented by, from left:
Lou Milrad of Miller Thomson LLP;
Elaine Holt, senior solicitor with the
City of Toronto; and Fraser Mann
of Miller Thomson LLP.

How to Establish a Security Program
— And What To Do If It Is Breached
By Fraser Mann and Lou Milrad
Miller Thomson LLP
MUNICIPALITIES ARE SQUARELY on the front line. They
act as custodians of key assets – citizens’ confidential
and personal information – yet they are also vulnerable
to security attacks. How can they protect these assets?
Two key defences are essential: implementing a
comprehensive security program and taking immediate
steps should a privacy breach or security attack occur.
Here are some guidelines to follow.

Types of Information Exposed to Attack
A municipality may not be fully aware of the range of
confidential or personal information that may be in its
possession or control and may be vulnerable to attack.
Some of this information may include:
• Sensitive financial information, such as information
contained in billings and collection systems
• Internal know-how or materials, such as proprietary
software
• Various third-party materials, such as software or
technical materials provided by suppliers or financial
information about customers or suppliers
• Various databases of personal information, such as
employees’ personal health information, or information
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about citizens, such as service requests or overdue
tax payments
• Materials that are used as part of a municipality’s
portal or Web site.
Whatever the types of materials in its possession or control,
a municipality will be subject to various legal obligations to
protect that information from various unauthorized activities.
For example, materials such as software and documentation
provided by a third party will generally be protected by
copyright law, which will prohibit the municipality from
copying or distributing the material except as permitted by
the applicable licence agreement.
A municipality that collects personal data in connection
with its operations must comply with various statutory obligations to limit the amount of information collected and to
protect the information from unauthorized use and disclosure.
When the information involves personal health information,
other more stringent obligations (such as a duty to notify
the affected person of any unauthorized access) may arise.
The municipality is responsible for ensuring that its personnel
and service providers who may have access to personal
data take the necessary steps to enable the municipality
to comply with the applicable legislation.

Protecting Confidential Information
Regardless of the types of corporate data or personal
information that a municipality may have in its possession
or control, the municipality must establish a comprehensive
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program to protect the information from security attacks
or other possible risks. Here are the key elements of
such a program.

These measures can also be adapted to provide
appropriate protection of confidential data other than
personal information.

1. Appoint Key Personnel

4. Create and Identify Privacy/Security Compliance Tools

A municipality should name one or more key management
representatives who will be responsible for the protection
of corporate data and personal information.

A municipality should procure various tools to maintain the
security of networks (including the tools necessary to
prevent any hacking or other unauthorized access), as
well as products for managing and storing records, and
products for monitoring access to systems and premises.
A municipality should also establish audit controls for
keeping track of who accesses any confidential data or
personal information at any time.

In some cases, one person may be responsible for
privacy and a separate person may be responsible for
security. In other cases, the same person has overall
responsibility for all privacy and security matters.
In any event, the municipality must identify roles and
responsibilities of various departments such as those
responsible for human resources, finance and information
technology. It is important that the municipality’s employees
have the necessary support from senior management and
obtain guidance from outside advisers including security
consultants, auditors and lawyers.
2. Conduct an Inventory of Confidential/
Personal Information
A municipality must have a comprehensive program for
assessing what information is being collected and for what
purposes; whether all of the information is required; which
personnel within the organization (and if necessary, outside
parties) may require access to the information for the
intended purposes; and under what circumstances the
information needs to be disclosed.
3. Adopt Privacy and Security Policies to Reflect
Legal Requirements
Issues to address in setting up a comprehensive program
to protect personal information include:
• Ensuring that there is a proper record-management
system to keep track of consents that are required for
any new uses of the information
• Keeping records of all uses and disclosures
• Adopting procedures for dealing with requests for
access and for correcting information to ensure it is
current and correct
• Establishing a policy for how long information is kept
and for ensuring that it is properly destroyed or returned
to the affected party when it is no longer required
• Ensuring that there are written agreements with service
providers and other third parties who may obtain access
to any personal information.

5. Introduce Privacy/Security Training
A municipality must adopt a comprehensive program to
ensure that its personnel (and where appropriate, the personnel of its subcontractors and service providers) are aware
of their role in protecting confidential and personal data.
The program must be adapted to reflect the specific
duties of the personnel within a department or unit. For
example, the duties of human-resources personnel may be
quite different from those of a municipality’s IT department.
The training program should be updated from time to time,
and affected personnel should be required to undergo new
training when the municipality changes its policies or when
new legal requirements come into effect.
6. Establish a Program for Managing Public
Communications
A municipality should have a program in place to handle
privacy or security breaches and ensure appropriate
communications with regulators as well as any individuals
affected by a breach and, in some cases, the public.
The plan should be drafted in conjunction with the plans
adopted by the municipality to deal with disaster recovery
and business continuity.
7. Set Up Policies and Procedures to Enforce Privacy
and Security Obligations
A municipality must show that it takes its privacy and
security obligations seriously. This requires it to establish a
program for enforcing the obligations of its employees and
any vendors or service providers. It is also good practice
for a municipality to arrange for periodic third-party audits
of the adequacy of its privacy policies and security
measures. The municipality should establish a program
for continuously reviewing and updating its systems,
policies, practices and agreements.
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Managing Privacy and Security Breaches
A municipality should adopt various measures to manage
any privacy or security breach. In adopting such measures,
it is essential to understand the distinction between a privacy
breach and a security breach.
A privacy breach is any violation of the legal rights of
individuals for the protection of their personal information.
Examples are the misdirection of a fax or e-mail resulting
in an unauthorized person receiving any personal data or
the loss or theft of mobile devices containing unencrypted
personal data. Another example is the improper disposal
of any media or papers containing personal data when
the data comes into the possession of a third party.
By contrast, a security breach would include any failure
by a municipality to implement appropriate measures to
safeguard personal or other sensitive information that results
or that may result in any improper access or use of that
information. A security breach may lead to a privacy breach
MT_Municipal
Interface Magazine
12/22/2008
– but it is not necessarily,
by itself, ad_v3.qxp
a privacy breach.

IT and Procurement Law

Experience at Your Side
Miller Thomson lawyers have many years of experience
in representing municipalities in Ontario and across
Canada on IT and procurement matters.
Working with your professionals, our lawyers will assist
you in developing a practical solution that takes into
account the unique challenges faced by municipalities.
Contact one of our lawyers if we can assist you
Lou Milrad
lmilrad@millerthomson.com
416.595.7926

J. Fraser Mann
fmann@millerthomson.com
416.595.8195

Elisabeth Symons
esymons@millerthomson.com
416.595.8575

J. Andrew Sprague
asprague@millerthomson.com
416.595.8556

www.millerthomson.com
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When a privacy or security breach occurs, a municipality
should first assess the nature and extent of the breach and
take immediate measures to limit or control its impact. For
example, if the breach consists of any unauthorized access
to a computer system, it may be necessary to shut down
the system temporarily. If it involves the loss or theft of a
laptop, the municipality should take steps to recover the
laptop. If an individual has obtained improper access to
data, the municipality should remove the means by which
the person obtained such access.
(See the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of
Canada’s Key Steps for Organizations in Responding
to Privacy Breaches www.privcom.ga.ca/information
/guide/2007/gl_070801_02_e.asp, published in 2007.)
The second step is to evaluate the scope of the risk,
taking into account such factors as the sensitivity of the
information, how accessible the information is to someone
who is not authorized to obtain access, and the extent to
which the information can be misused.
8:59 A The

municipality should make a full evaluation of the
risk that the breach will continue, the potential number of
unauthorized recipients, and the steps that the municipality
can take to mitigate against any loss or damage.
As part of the evaluation of the risk, the municipality
should assess the nature and extent of any foreseeable
harm arising from the breach. As examples, this includes
harm to the individuals affected including through identify
theft or financial loss, harm to the organization itself such
as damage to its reputation, and financial loss or risk to
public health and safety.
As the third step, the municipality should consider what
notice should be provided of a privacy or security breach
and how to provide this notice. In general, prompt or
immediate notice is advisable. Notification should be by
the most direct means possible to the affected persons,
although Web site postings may be appropriate when a
large number of people are affected. A combination of
methods may be appropriate in some cases.

Finally, the occurrence of any privacy or security breach
should be taken as an opportunity for a municipality to review
all of its practices and procedures for the protection of its
corporate data and repositories of personal information.
While a breach may be an embarrassing experience, the
lessons learned may save the municipality from more costly
and harmful breaches in the future.
Fraser Mann is a partner at Miller Thomson LLP practising
primarily in technology and intellectual property law and
can be reached at fmann@millerthomson.com. Lou Milrad,
associate counsel at Miller Thomson LLP, is legal
counsel for MISA Ontario and can be reached at
lmilrad@millerthomson.com. 
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Report from RIMQ
Par Brigitte Marceau et Marthe Proulx
Ville de Québec

Le e-learning en
milieu municipal

Editors’ note: This article provided by RIMQ discusses
e-learning and associated best practices, success factors,
benefits, challenges and tools.
L’OBLIGATION DE DÉVELOPPER les compétences est
devenue un enjeu crucial auquel sont confrontées presque
toutes les entreprises et institutions québécoises. Elles
doivent, d’une part, procurer à leurs employés les moyens
d’accomplir des tâches de plus en plus variées et d’autre
part, leur fournir les outils et le savoir de pointe, et ce,
juste au bon moment.
L’apprentissage en ligne est un des moyens mis à la
disposition des organisations pour favoriser le
développement des compétences.

Ce Qu’est l’Apprentissage en Ligne
L’utilisation des nouvelles technologies multimédias ou de
l’Internet pour améliorer la qualité de l’apprentissage en
facilitant l’accès à des ressources et des services, ainsi
que les échanges et la collaboration à distance.
Deux méthodes d’apprentissage possibles soit le
synchrone ou l’asynchrone. Le synchrone est celui qui se
rapproche le plus du cours magistral traditionnel où tous
les intervenants sont en contact direct et simultané en
utilisant des moyens tels que le clavardage, la visioconférence, le tableau blanc partagé, etc.
L’asynchrone quant à elle est sans interaction directe
entre l’apprenant et son formateur ou les membres de son
groupe d’apprentissage. L’échange entre les individus
s’effectue par le biais du courriel ou par un forum
de discussion.

Planification d’Une Formation en Ligne
Développer une formation à distance requiert une
démarche plus structurée surtout à cause :
• Du besoin de planifier en détail les activités, les
interactions et le matériel qui les supportera;
• De la nécessité de prévoir une équipe multidisciplinaire
(concepteur pédagogique ou technopédagogue,
expert de contenu, intégrateur technologique,
concepteur multimédia);
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• D’un budget et d’un échéancier de travail;
• De la complexité des technologies à utiliser;
• Du besoin d’expérimentation et de tests qui en découlent.

Les Conditions de Réussite
Premièrement, la démarche doit être centrée en premier
lieu sur l’individu et ses besoins et non pas sur les outils
technologiques qui seront utilisés. Deuxièmement, l’appui
des gestionnaires concernés par le projet est fondamental,
d’où l’importance de mobiliser les gens impliqués et ceux
pouvant avoir une bonne influence sur les autres.
L’autoformation comprend des périodes d’apprentissage
autonome, mais il est nécessaire de prévoir aussi des périodes
d’échange, soit avec un tuteur (présent ou à distance), soit
avec d’autres apprenants. Il est donc nécessaire de rendre
accessible des outils de collaboration (classe virtuelle,
forum de discussion, etc.).
Comme le dit le proverbe chinois : « L’enseignement
qui n’entre que par les oreilles et les yeux ressemble à un
repas pris en rêve ». Pour passer à la réalité, le e-learning
doit aussi permettre l’action :
« Donc, l’apprenant doit participer à sa formation soit
par des analyses de situation, des exercices de repérage,
des exercices d’entraînement avec des simulations. Il doit
également être en mesure de valider ses acquis ».

Les Advantages
Ce mode de diffusion permet de suivre et de donner une
formation uniforme, tout en respectant le rythme de chacun,
au moment nécessaire et à l’endroit voulu d’où l’expression
« Juste à temps, juste assez, juste pour moi ». Un autre
avantage non négligeable est celui de la réduction des
coûts à plusieurs niveaux soient les frais de diffusion, de
déplacement, etc.
En effet, la masse critique visée par ce type de formation
doit être importante sinon les investissements consacrés à
la construction d’un module n’en valent pas la peine et ne
sont pas rentables en bout de ligne.

Les Défis
Cette forme d’apprentissage constitue un grand changement
de culture pour l’organisation par rapport à la conception
des modes de formations traditionnels. La méconnaissance
des outils technologiques employés peut rapidement
devenir un problème dans le déploiement de la formation
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en engorgeant les ressources utilisées telle la bande
passante (capacité du réseau).

des contenus de formation nouveaux, à partir d'unités
d'apprentissages qui évoluent en quantité et en qualité.

Le coût de développement et d’implantation de l’apprentissage en ligne est assez élevé et constitue souvent un
frein à l’adoption de ce type de formation. Par exemple:

Il en existe une panoplie de ces outils dont certains sont
des logiciels libres tels que : Moodle, Ganesha, etc.

• Se doter d’un méga-outil sans s’être préoccupé au
préalable des besoins réels de l’organisation et des
apprenants;
• Implanter un nouveau projet de formation en ligne sans
avoir fait des tests à l’aide d’un projet-pilote;
• Remettre un projet de formation en ligne exclusivement
entre les mains de ressources externes;
• Ne pas prévoir de conditions d’apprentissage propices
à ce mode de formation.

Les Critères d’Implantation
Même si la formation en ligne offre l’avantage d’être flexible
au niveau des contenus, ces derniers doivent tout de même
avoir une certaine stabilité ou récurrence, car la construction
d’un module de formation en ligne nécessite un investissement considérable de temps et d’argent.
Certaines formations ne se prêtent pas nécessairement
à ce mode de diffusion, d’où l’importance de bien choisir
sa stratégie de formation. Donc, il faut retenir:
• Que le contenu de la formation ne doit pas être appelé
à changer du tout au tout;
• Qu’un module de formation en ligne doit s’adresser à
nombre approprié de personnes;
• Qu’il faut se demander si la formation visée par le
changement gagne à devenir une formation en ligne ou
s’il est préférable de la maintenir en mode traditionnel.

Outil de Gestion de Formation en Ligne
La formation en ligne peut être gérée par un LMS (Learning
Management System) soit un système informatique destiné
à automatiser les diverses fonctions relatives à l’organisation
des cours, à la gestion de leur contenu, au suivi des progrès
des participants et la supervision des personnes responsables
des différentes formations.
Elle peut être également supportée par un LCMS
(Learning Content Management System) soit un système de
gestion des contenus d’apprentissage gérant la distribution
des cours en ligne. Le LCMS contient toutes les capacités
du LMS, auxquelles on doit ajouter la capacité de générer

Outil de Conception de Formation en Ligne
Encore une fois, une grande diversité de ces outils est
offerte sur le marché. De plus en plus, ces outils sont
conviviaux et faciles d’utilisation. Par exemple, certains
d’entre eux permettent de convertir une présentation
PowerPoint en format Flash prête à être diffusée à partir
de votre outil de gestion de formation. D’autres permettront
de bâtir rapidement des quizz ou des simulations pour une
meilleure interaction.

Orientations
Certaines organisations ont favorisé le développement
d’aides en ligne disponibles, en tout temps, par le biais
de l’Intranet ou d’un site de collaboration tel Microsoft
SharePoint. Un des objectifs visés était d’encourager le
personnel à utiliser cette nouvelle forme d’apprentissage.
Ces aides à la tâche ont été conçues avec des outils de
développement de rapid e-learning.
Dans une phase ultérieure, ces modules d’aides en
ligne pourront facilement être supportés par un outil
de gestion de formation pour en faire des formations
intégrées et complètes.

Conclusion
Nous croyons qu’un organisme qui désire atteindre les
objectifs pédagogiques qu’il s’est fixés devra dans l’avenir
utiliser ce type d’apprentissage pour répondre à ses
nouveaux employés qui désirent l’information au moment
où ils en ont besoin.
Il n’existe pas de solutions miracles ni de solutions à
rejeter, c’est pourquoi l’organisation gagnante est celle
qui saura intégrer le e-learning à ses modes de formation
actuelle.
Finalement, un partenariat entre les municipalités
pourrait s’avérer fort intéressant
Tout le monde serait gagnant!
Brigitte Marceau, brigitte.marceau@ville.quebec.qc.ca,
et Marthe Proulx, marthe.proulx@ville.quebec.qc.ca, sont
techniciennes-analystes en informatique (formation et
organisation), Ville de Québec. 
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Pilot Project at Alberta Municipality
Aims to Show Benefits of Web 2.0
By Stephanie Taylor
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, Alberta
AT ONE TIME, if people wanted to comment
on the policies or practices of their municipal
government, they wrote letters or demonstrated
in front of City Hall. Not these days! Now
they blog and send messages to YouTube,
Twitter or Digg – all without having to leave
the house.
If you’re not sure what these terms mean,
you’re not alone. The management team of
the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
didn’t either, until just recently!
Wood Buffalo, which incorporates the city
of Fort McMurray, has begun a pilot project
to see how social-networking software can
align with the Municipality’s strategic plan.
To their credit, senior managers have been
willing to support this project and take steps
to learn what the buzz is all about.
Results of our pilot project might prove
interesting to municipal IT practitioners across
the country, given the increasing interest in
the potential use of social-networking software
in the public sector as the 2008 Lac Carling
Congress revealed. (See Municipal Interface,
September 2008).
We also intend to keep the board of
MISA/ASIM Canada informed of our progress.

Educational Resource
The term social-networking software used here
means interactive online technologies often
synonymous with Web 2.0. A good source
of information about these technologies and
their impact is a book called Groundswell:
Winning in a World Transformed by
Social Trends, written by two analysts from
Forrester, Charlene Li and Josh Bernoff
(www.groundswell.forrester.com).
This book makes the point that the Internet
is not like a sandbox that can be walled off
any more – it is fully integrated into all aspects

of business and society. The book also discusses the social networking
on society and the ability of organizations to serve their stakeholders.
Unlike many other municipalities, the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo does not block social-networking Web sites at the firewall level.
Instead, there is a policy in place to govern our employees’ use of
information and communications technologies, leaving the responsibility
of time management with managers.
Social-networking software in the workplace is often considered a
security risk and “time-waster.” Managers in our municipality share
these concerns, which are valid.
But to anyone who asks, “How will I know if my employee is wasting
time with Facebook or SharePoint open all day?,” our answer in the
ICT Training Services Group is this: Those employees who want to
waste time will always do that, regardless of what technologies are
available. It is not in the best interest of the enterprise to deny all
employees the potential benefits of social-networking software because
of the bad habits of a few.

Training Sessions for Managers
Our senior managers have shown a willingness to at least consider this
argument and make efforts to understand the technologies. We have
been conducting training sessions for groups of employers, including
senior managers, on what the new tools are and how to use them.
The most successful sessions so far have been conducted for
the senior administrative assistants, who attended a day-long
“boot camp,” learning how social-networking technologies can
be applied to daily tasks.
The general managers are seeing results from this too. As assistants
have returned from the training sessions with knowledge and enthusiasm
about social-networking software, the senior managers want to follow suit!
The pilot project aims to outline how social-networking software can
align extensively with the Municipality’s strategic plan and act as an
enabler for all the success factors contained in the plan’s accountability
framework: engage our citizens, champion innovation, collaborate
effectively, empower our people, and deliver best value.
In particular, we see social-networking software as a way to
potentially recruit and retain staff. As everyone is aware, different
generations communicate differently. Adding new communications to
our tool belt is one way to attract new employees. We also want to
provide shared workspaces for existing employees who are widely
dispersed across our vast regional municipality in northern Alberta.
If this pilot project is successful, we will have accomplished the
following three goals:
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Stephanie Taylor, right, poses with her colleagues from the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo at the MISA West Fall Conference in
Nanaimo, BC, in September. From left: Terry Morton, chief technology officer; AnnMarie McDonald, manager, Development Services
Branch, Information and Communications Technology; and Donny Ash, senior graphic designer.

• Develop best-practices guidelines for employees using
social-networking software in the workplace
• Enable Human Resources to recruit more than two
employees from a social-networking source
• Enable Public Works to complete at least five collaborative projects/meetings using a social-networking tool.
One of our first efforts was to implement SharePoint as
an intranet solution. This was completed in April 2008 by
the Development Services Group.
Although it was initially seen as a way to make it easier
to update the intranet content, we now see that there are
ways to integrate SharePoint with many of our systems. In
addition to social-networking capabilities, SharePoint also
has an option for an extranet/portal. This type of product
gives us the potential to move toward one-stop publishing
for corporate communications.
The nature of the product is such that, using some
reasonably basic XML, we could push the information
out to other social-networking platforms as well.

Technology Neutral
Currently the most popular social-networking platform is
Facebook. Because this could change at any moment, it
is essential not to embrace one particular technology but
rather to explore possibilities for effective collaboration
and data sharing.
In fact, the Network Services Branch has recently
moved to VOIP phones, which have a desktop application
enabling switchboard staff to route calls from their computers
and all voice mail to come to employees’ inboxes. This is an
example of the future of social-networking technologies –
one-stop shopping for technical communication needs.
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Meanwhile, Facebook has shown its usefulness in a
couple of ways. We have launched a Web GIS platform
and set up a Facebook site to explain the platform and
solicit comment and interaction among employees. We
also set up another site to successfully promote the Big
Spirit Music Festival during the summer.

New Forms of Interaction
We hope that our pilot project will demonstrate one of the
key benefits of social-networking software – the ability of
users to customize what they see. We can deliver best value
to our citizens by giving them the ability to interact with
the municipal government in new and innovative ways.
Engaging citizens through technologies such as a blog
or wiki function on a municipal Web site could mean
receiving valuable input that might normally only happen
at a council meeting.
Social networking has created a permanent shift in the
way the world works. Our training group believes that it is
essential that public-sector employers do not cut off a mode
of communication with their citizens and employees
because of concerns about wasting time.
We hope to be able to report to our IT colleagues
across Canada that our pilot project will demonstrate
beneficial results, and modernize and improve our ability
to serve our people.
Stephanie Taylor, supervisor, ICT Training Services for the
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, Alberta, can be
reached at Stephanie.Taylor@woodbuffalo.ab.ca. 
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How Smaller Municipalities Can Grasp
Network Infrastructure Opportunities
By David Laneville
City of Timmins, Ontario
This article is based on a presentation to the MISA Ontario
Annual Conference in June 2008.
IN A SMALL OR RURAL municipality it is often difficult to
decide where to spend the precious dollars available
for network infrastructure. How should you make such
decisions, and how can you defend them?

While there are any number of ways to allocate
your infrastructure funds, the answers to these questions
will heavily influence what you can do and where you
should go.
The last question, “Where is it?” is particularly important
in a rural municipality like Timmins. Our jurisdiction covers
about 3,200 square kilometres, with most of our population
spread along a strip roughly 50 kilometres long by three
kilometres wide. Where are our assets? Distributed among
32 sites all over this daunting area, which is snow-covered
for more than half the year.

At the City of Timmins in north-central Ontario, population
46,000, we have had experience since 1984 in adapting
to new technologies and assisting all of the City’s wideranging departments to manage them. Our seven-person IT
department – which I firmly believe is the best in Ontario! –
also routinely assists other Northern Ontario communities
to meet technology-related challenges.

The Geography Factor

We have learned some lessons. Our experience might be
helpful to managers in small municipalities who are looking
at the line in their budgets marked “Computer systems
infrastructure” and wondering what amount to put there.

Previously, if the supervisors in Public Works wanted to
hold a meeting, many of them in outlying sites would have
to take half an hour or more to drive into town. It was
common for meetings to cost each attendee three hours
of lost productivity in the field.

It’s our belief that the opportunities available today from
advanced networks can make municipal communications
better and more efficient than ever, regardless of a
municipality’s size.
Initiatives can fail, however, if decisions are made that
are neither realistic nor based on logical criteria.

Tough Decisions
Let’s go back to that “Computer systems infrastructure”
budget line. Where should you spend the money –
hardware, software, networks? What kinds of projects?
Where do you start?
Start with an inventory.
Smaller municipalities wishing to expand or upgrade
their systems infrastructure should first make a detailed
inventory of existing assets. Compile descriptions of your
networks, servers and applications to answer these questions:
• What do you own?
• What do you lease?
• What do you rent?
• What are you planning?
• Where is it?

Geography is a factor in considering what infrastructure
spending is most cost-effective. For example, we are investing
in videoconferencing equipment for the Public Works
department. Not normally a high priority, you might think,
but our geography makes a difference.

We don’t have that kind of money any more. Maybe
we never did. At any rate, videoconferencing has solved
that problem.
This example points to the next decision-making factor
for allocating network infrastructure funds. After taking
your inventory, your next step is to identify the applications
you need.
Don’t focus mistakenly on the physical plant. Resist the
temptation to invest in advanced network infrastructure for the
sake of keeping up. If copper still works for you, let it work.
Calculate the amount of bandwidth you need based on what
applications will most effectively serve your stakeholders.
Here’s another example – our Deloro landfill site.
We have two weigh-scales running software that needs
to be connected to a server and a single VoIP telephone.
What kind of infrastructure investment did we need to
make for that site?
We could have strung fibre-optic cable out there. We
have plenty of that now and lots of bandwidth. But bandwidth is not the determining factor, it’s just a commodity.
We decided on a much more cost-effective solution and
installed a 100-megabit wireless point-to-point connection
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to the landfill site. By making the applications our first priority, not the network, we
saved money and got the job done.

speak with someone is to reply, “You’ll
have to hang up and call a different
number.” That’s where we were.

Selling Your Initiatives

So we spent about $400,000 on a
voice-over-IP system built on about 80
kilometres of fibre-optic cables using
Cisco network hardware. For some
sites, such as the landfill site mentioned
above, we chose a wireless solution
linked to the fibre.

Once you have decided what infrastructure
dollars you want to put in your budget,
how do you persuade Council to approve
the funds?
Computer infrastructure, in support of
your municipality’s priorities of serving its
citizens and operating cost-effectively,
is a powerful persuader. Note that
“cost-effective” does not necessarily
mean less expensive.

Our local telephone company
NorthernTel manages, monitors, and
maintains the fibre-optic network at a
cost of approximately $250,000 a year,
over
a 20-year contract. We believe this
David Laneville addresses delegates at
the MISA Ontario Annual Conference. represents good value compared with
There are three kinds of pressures that
the cost of monitoring and maintaining it
apply to any ICT project – do it quickly,
ourselves. And though our total network
do it cheaply, do it right. Council and the
costs are higher than they used to be, the City has benefited
CAO always want all three. You can only deliver two. There’s
from the investment in many ways.
a dollar sign attached to each of those criteria. Make sure
that the funding decision-makers understand that.
Telephone service has been transformed, both for the
public and our employees. All employees now have access
In Timmins, we were fortunate that, when the time came
to the same level of service, and the public can reach anyto change our communications network infrastructure,
where in our system by calling one number. The telephone
Council and the CAO did indeed understand. They
communications system is now consistent across all of the
accepted the IT department’s rationale, though our
operational units of the City, regardless of location.
proposed solution did cost more money.
In 2005 we asked Council for funds to install a single
managed IP-network infrastructure that converged our data,
voice and video traffic.
One reason was that a converged network is much easier
to manage. Through hiring or training, you can acquire
the skill set you need relatively easily. You will no longer
need three network skill sets, one for each of coaxial,
voice and data networks.
More importantly, our business case was based on the
need for an improved infrastructure to deliver the applications and therefore improve services to our citizens and
provide a more reliable communications network.
Telephone communications services to our 32 sites were
inconsistent and expensive. We had 12 or 15 different
electronic key systems. Every one of those sites had multiple
trunks into it and smaller sites had large numbers of individual
telephone lines. Each site had its own telephone number
and almost none of the telephone communications were
integrated in any way.
In total we were spending $175,000 a year for local
loop charges. Most sites had no or very limited Internet
access, and only eight sites were on our T1 data network.
From a customer-relations point of view, one of the
worst things you can do when a citizen calls an office to
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Service Improvements
Improved service levels enabled by network applications –
that’s a key criteria for allocating infrastructure dollars, and
a key argument for defending the expenditures.
In addition to the improved telephone communications
noted above, we can support better access control to
municipal buildings, using electronic pass cards, simple
videoconferencing, and video monitoring with access to
the Internet. Some of these service improvements can help
us to comply with provincial legislation calling for
increased security of water systems.
We are moving toward what is sometimes called unified
communications, a single interface where faxes, voice mail
and e-mail will arrive. For people in the office, that will be
a desktop; for road warriors it could be a PDA device.
There are reasons beyond efficiency for spending your
IT dollars. Our department serves organizational units
throughout the City including fire and police departments.
For them, a more robust and reliable network means
improved safety.
Safety can be – should be – used as a principle for
making infrastructure decisions. For example, Timmins’
police department had recently considered the purchase
of a traditional two-way radio communications system.
We successfully argued against that, ensuring that a more
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open communications system was contemplated that
enabled video and data network traffic in addition to voice.
Why? Because the traditional radio system did not support data communications, only voice. If a first responder
is inside a building facing an emergency, traditional voice
communications may not be enough to bring the situation
to a successful conclusion. In such cases, paying for a better,
more robust system is simply the right thing to do.

Managing Data
An effective way to allocate infrastructure funds, and
defend the expenditure, is to put together an integrated
strategy so that one expenditure helps to pay for the benefits
of another. That’s what Timmins did with our installation of
the fibre-optic network and VoIP system, with the previous
expenditures in local loop telephone charges being reallocated to support the new network infrastructure.
That investment gave us the opportunity for more
efficient and reliable management of our data. Once the
fibre was in, we were able to consolidate our servers and
storage at one location. Previously we had servers in
approximately 10 of our 32 sites, but in many cases the
servers were isolated. Some had no connectivity; others
had dial-up, still others had temperamental DSL connections. Trying to back up data on even a small server over
those lines was virtually impossible. We were never sure
whether the data was captured.
We have consolidated all our servers at City Hall, with
central storage and backup, and have started implementing
virtualization. With the recent completion of a redundant
fibre-optic link to the new police office, we have made great
strides in assuring our business units that IT systems resources
will be there to support them in a disaster-recovery or
business-continuity scenario.

enhance the efficient and effective use of technology.
Today’s networks can support central computing architecture
reminiscent of the mainframe environments of the 1970s,
but with applications and networks that are now tremendously powerful.
In summary, our recommended steps for budgeting your
network-infrastructure expenses are:
• Conduct an inventory of your assets – networks,
servers, applications
• Generate a set of functional requirements for the system
• Generate a bandwidth requirement
• Investigate the network options available to you.
Don’t hesitate to move ahead with infrastructure
improvements. Pull the trigger! Even in times of economic
constraint, the technology environment is such that IT
departments in smaller municipalities can grasp opportunities
to help their municipalities save money and use resources
better. That’s our job, after all.
David Laneville, director of information technology for the
Sept 08Advertizment.pdf
8/11/2008 4:14:41
PM

City of Misa
Timmins,
can be reached
at davidl@timmins.ca.
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Municipal News
Across Canada

Saskatchewan Plans ‘Best Ever’ Network
THE SASKATCHEWAN government has
pledged to make high-speed Internet
services accessible to everyone in the
province within three years.
Premier Brad Wall, who made the
announcement at a news conference
in November, likened the plan to the
"last spike" when the Canadian Pacific
Railway was completed.
To make it happen, the government
is giving $90 million to the Crown-

Toronto Schools to Have
Wide Area Network
COGECO DATA Services Inc., formerly
known as Toronto Hydro Telecom, has
inked a $39-million contract to provide
a wide-area network to the city’s
school board within three years.
Six hundred schools will be linked
at one gigabit per second. Network World

owned phone company, SaskTel, for a
program to improve rural telecommunications infrastructure.
Currently, about 86 per cent of the
population has access to high-speed
Internet. SaskTel plans to get to 100
per cent through a combination of
wireless and satellite technology.
The program will also see construction of 50 new cellphone towers,
increasing cell coverage from the

Wallace volunteered for the position
late last year after learning that Roy
Wiseman, CIO of the Region of Peel,
was retiring from the post after three
years.
His appointment has been confirmed
by the Steering Committee for Lac
Carling as well as by the MISA/ASIM
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“It will arguably be the best network
in the world,” SaskTel President Robert
Watson said. “We will have this done
as quickly as possible.”
Crown Corporations Minister Ken
Cheveldayoff said 187 communities
are scheduled to receive the Internet
upgrade. There will be many opportunities for private contractors to bid on
the work, he said. CBC

Two Conferences Announce Preparations
TWO NATIONAL IT-related conferences
to be held in Toronto and Vancouver
are inviting municipal participation.

resources found on the Internet,
enabling applications to run anywhere
on any device at any time.

Canada’s first conference on cloud
computing will be held February 11 at
the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.
Cloud computing refers to an emerging
concept for a collective cloud of

Plum Communications Inc. is
producing “Cloud Computing: An IT
Paradigm Shift” as a one-day conference and is offering municipal members of MISA/ASIM Canada associations a 10-per-cent discount off the
registration price, including early-bird
registration until January 21 when
using the code “CCAS.”

New Municipal Co-Chair for Lac Carling
DAVE WALLACE, CIO of the City of
Toronto, will be the new municipal
co-chair of the Lac Carling Congress,
the annual conference devoted to
e-Government collaboration.

current 96 per cent to 98 per cent.

Canada Board of Directors.
Wallace will be collaborating with
Daya Pillay, president of MISA/ASIM
Canada and manager of e-Commerce
and Web services for the Halifax
Regional Municipality, in planning
municipal representation among
conference speakers and delegates.
The Lac Carling Congress is managed by IT World Canada. The 2009
event will take place June 14-16 in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.

For registration and information
visit www.itcloudconference.com.
In Vancouver, GeoWeb 2009 will
be held at the Morris J. Wosk Centre
for Dialogue on July 27-31.
Produced by Galdos Systems Inc.,
the GeoWeb conference focuses on
the convergence of GIS and the
Internet. The theme of the 2009
conference is “Cityscapes,” and
organizers have issued a call for
papers until February 27. Please
see www.geowebconference.org.
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Governance Issues
By Louis Shallal
Chief Information Technology Officer
Region of York, Ontario
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MISA Needs
A Renewal

TO COLLEAGUES AND ASSOCIATES in MISA/ASIM Canada
chapters, I propose a New Year’s resolution – to attract
new talent and bring positive change to our organization.

MISA than producing a very successful annual conference,
distributing a very good journal, and bringing members
together periodically to discuss issues.

Why am I proposing this? Because new blood, new
directions and new changes are fundamental to the
continued growth of all organizations, including MISA.

To move forward, MISA needs to re-examine its strategy.
I believe the strategy needs an updated vision that takes
into consideration the role of MISA/ASIM Canada and its
chapters – a strategy that considers the role of the municipal
IT leaders and the associated Municipal CIO Council,
which preceded MISA/ASIM Canada.

Many current MISA leaders are close to retirement age,
and we must consider how to take advantage of their
knowledge, talent and experience and pass it to a new
generation of municipal IT leaders. Because this will take
time, we must act now. It cannot be delayed any
further. MISA needs a campaign to reach out to the
municipal IT community and encourage involvement.
The thoughts expressed here can apply across all
MISA/ASIM Canada associations but relate particularly to
a motion I made in June at the Annual General Meeting of
MISA Ontario. The motion, which was carried by voting
representatives attending the AGM, was:
”In order to bring new blood to the MISA organization
and to deal with the inevitable demographic changes facing
us, I move that the incoming Board of Directors consider
placing term limits for those serving on the MISA board.”
An amendment was added to request that a written
response from the Ontario Executive be presented to the
next AGM.

Advancing the Profession
The main reason for my motion was to reach out to new
talent across our municipal IT community and encourage
these new leaders to be involved – to come to the forefront,
to help all of us work together and, most importantly, to
advance the municipal IT profession. These aspirations are
certainly part of the goals and vision of the MISA community.
The spirit of my motion was not to negate the tremendous
contribution of our current leaders – but to recognize and
build on it. We need additional people to step forward
and take on some of the load, perhaps even assuming
additional responsibilities to ensure progress.
Any organization that wishes to prosper and grow
needs both pragmatists and visionaries. I believe MISA has
plenty of pragmatists and very few visionaries. If you go
back to the fundamental ideas behind the creation of MISA
organizations years ago, you realize that there is more to

This strategy could be created through an open
communication process with the membership at large,
seeking input on future directions and presenting
options to consider.
Anyone wishing to serve on a MISA board could
develop a platform and share it online – a practice that
is followed by other organizations.

Facilitated Process
So, what do I believe are the specific actions that MISA
Ontario needs to take? These might also be considered by
sister associations as well as MISA/ASIM Canada and
include the following:
1. Engage a facilitator and develop a new strategy that
will reconfirm the vision, mission, goals and objectives
of MISA. The process for developing the revised strategy
should be consultative rather than top-down.
2. Recognize the power of one team. Projects that MISA
has sponsored recently have illustrated that collaboration
among municipal IT leaders is the best way to advance
the MISA agenda and to accomplish our objectives.
MISA should apply a judicious process to sponsor,
advocate, and perhaps even fund collaborative initiatives
jointly with participating municipalities.
3. Ensure that there are channels open for member feedback.
It is not enough simply to wait for the members to
approach MISA; the association should actively provide
forums for the members to link with MISA and each
other. I am proposing a Facebook site or other socialnetworking forum for discussions among various
communities of interest, including security, infrastructure
and client-relationship-management.
4. Review the current policy of one municipality/one vote.
Perhaps a different governance structure should be
developed to ensure proper representation of the MISA
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Governance Issues
membership when decisions affecting the organization
as a whole are taken.
5. Review the fee structure. We should examine other
organizations to see how they deal with membership
disparity in terms of geography and other demographic
factors.
6. Change the format and process for our annual conference to optimize the value for attendees. We should
introduce “Socratic dialogue” in some sessions to permit
different voices to be heard, not just the presenters. Our
conference needs to have more emphasis on participation
in the form of facilitated sessions such as those presented
at the Lac Carling Congress with its “Birds of a Feather”
sessions.
7. Create facilitated sessions to discuss topics of interest,
such as how to set up an effective client-relationshipmanagement framework. Many IT leaders communicate
with each other by e-mail to seek input and opinion
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on numerous issues. I know a number of these leaders
have archived these issues along with summaries of
responses to them.
I realize the above suggestions will perhaps stir up
some negative reaction. I welcome any and all input,
positive or negative, on these thoughts. When we speak
out and present our ideas, we all win and move forward.
As Pinball Clemons said at the Ontario annual conference, we are all one team, and it is adversity that brings
out the hero. Sometimes we need a little bit of pressure
and adversity to bring out the best in us.
So here’s to working together in 2009 ... and let
the dialogue begin.
Louis Shallal, chief information technology officer of
York Region, can be reached at louis.shallal@york.ca.
Roy Wiseman’s regular Governance Issues column will
return. Guest column submissions are welcome. 
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National and Member Executives
National Officers

MISA BC

MISA Atlantic

PRESIDENT
Daya Pillay, Halifax Regional Municipality
902-490-6550 (fax 490-4525)
pillayd@halifax.ca

PRESIDENT
David Hennigan, The Capital Regional District
250-360-3141 dhennigan@crd.bc.ca

PRESIDENT
David Muise, Halifax Regional Municipality
902-490-4000 muised@region.halifax.ns.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Alan Cameron, City of Richmond
604-276-4096 aucameron@richmond.ca

TREASURER
Daya Pillay, Halifax Regional Municipality
902-490-6550 (fax 490-4525)
pillayd@halifax.ca

VICE PRESIDENT
Joseph Hélal, Ville de Montréal
514-280-2569
jhelal@ville.montreal.qc.ca
TREASURER
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
519-747-8726 (fax 747-8727) bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca
SECRETARY
Gerry Matte, Municipality of Saanich
250-475-5403 matteg@saanich.ca

TREASURER
Guillermo Ferrero, City of Nanaimo
250-755-4486 guillermo.ferrero@nanaimo.ca
SECRETARY
Linda Kreutz, Greater Vancouver Regional District
604-436-6974 linda.kreutz@gvrd.bc.ca

http://misa.bc.ca

www.misa-asim.ca

MISA Ontario
MISA Prairies
PRESIDENT
Chris Fisher, City of Regina
306-77-7193 cfisher@regina.ca
TREASURER
Andre Tessier, City of Cold Lake
780-594-4494 info@coldlake.com
SECRETARY
Michelle Bohachyk, City of Fort Saskatchewan
780-992-6225 lmbohachyk@fortsask.ca
MEMBERSHIP
Natalia Madden, County of Grande Prairie
780-532-9722 nmadden@countygp.ab.ca

www.misaprairies.ca

PRESIDENT
Ralph Blauel, Region of Halton
905-825-6000, x 7997 (fax 825-6057)
blauelr@region.halton.on.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Garry Bezruki, City of Waterloo
519-747-8726 (fax 747-8727) bezruki@city.waterloo.on.ca
TREASURER
David Laneville, City of Timmins
705-360-2605 (fax 705-360-2686)
davidl@timmins.ca
SECRETARY
Karl Drysdale, City of London
519-661-2500 x 4945 (fax 661-5985)
kdrysdale@london.ca

www.misa.on.ca

SECRETARY
Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton
506-460-2041
maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

Réseau de
l’Informatique
Municipale du
Québec (RIMQ)
PRESIDENT
Geneviève Côté, Ville de Sainte-Thérèse
450-434-1445 x 258
gcote@ville.sainte-therese.qc.ca
VICE PRESIDENT
Daniel Naud, Ville de Québec
418-641-6413 x 8310
daniel.naud@ville.quebec.qc.ca
ADMINISTRATOR
Gaston Huot, Villes de Boucherville,
Brossard, Saint-Bruno et Saint-Lambert
450-923-6362 gaston.huot@ville.brossard.qc.ca
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Michel Hurteau, Ville de Sorel-Tracy
450-780-5714
michel.hurteau@ville.sorel-tracy.qc.ca

www.rimq.com
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